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all through Tex Schramm's occupation with the l. a. Rams, television, the Dallas Cowboys and
effect at the NFL, he had a knack for innovation and good fortune by means of pulling Never
Just a Game: Tex Schramm out all of the stops, conjuring, outsmarting, manipulating, wheelingdealing, charming, and intimidating. by way of hiring extraordinary people, specially Tom
Landry, he equipped the Cowboys from one of many worse franchises to champions, "America's
Team." Even NFL executives that did not specific take care of him gave him credits for enjoying
an important half in adjustments within the league, making it the sport you notice at the box
Never Just a Game: Tex Schramm today. He was once very proud, drank, can be loud, profane,
stubborn, have bursts of mood but in addition sensitive, very funny, and downright sort at times.
And while the airborne dirt and dust settled he may also giggle at himself. The parade handed in
his declining years, yet those Never Just a Game: Tex Schramm that knew him, enjoyed or
maybe hated him will not disregard him. humans go through lifestyles unnoticed, as though they
were not even here, yet Tex used to be within the arena. He used to be definitely here.
I picked up this publication as an book simply because i used to be attracted to studying extra
approximately this mythical guy at the back of the Dallas Cowboys. each part of Mr. Schramm's
existence is definitely researched and described. He had a few nice tales to share, not just
concerning the Cowboys but additionally approximately his time operating for the la Rams and
likewise his collage days. I additionally beloved how his relations existence is portrayed as he
definitely does positioned his family members first. if you happen to like activities
biographies.this is a needs to read,even Never Just a Game: Tex Schramm while you are now
not a Dallas Cowboys fan.
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